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Pole Rebalancing Methods for Pole-to-ground
Faults in Symmetrical Monopolar HVDC Grids
Mian Wang, Student Member, IEEE, Willem Leterme, Member, IEEE, Geraint Chaffey, Member, IEEE,

Jef Beerten, Member, IEEE, and Dirk Van Hertem, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—Pole rebalancing in symmetrical monopolar HVDC
grids is necessary to remove pole imbalances resulting from pole-
to-ground faults. For selective protection employing DC circuit
breakers, the interaction between DC circuit breakers and pole
rebalancing methods have not been studied. This paper proposes
new strategies for pole rebalancing methods to deal with DC
circuit breaker operation in HVDC grids. A complete analysis of
pole rebalancing using equipment at DC or AC side is performed
for all stages of the fault clearing process. Based on the analysis,
new control strategies are proposed to optimize the use of the
pole rebalancing equipment. The proposed control methods are
shown to enable the pole rebalancing equipment to meet the
required high protection speed and low losses. Both DC and
AC side equipment such as dynamic braking systems and AC
groundings are investigated and proven to be applicable for pole
rebalancing in selective protection strategies. The impact of the
breaker technology on the interaction between DC circuit breaker
requirements and pole rebalancing needs is investigated in detail.
The conclusions are validated using EMTP simulation on a four
terminal test grid.

Index Terms—Pole rebalancing, dynamic braking system, AC
side grounding, symmetrical monopole, HVDC grid protection.

I. INTRODUCTION

VOLTAGE source converter (VSC) based high voltage
direct current (HVDC) grids are a key solution to in-

tegrate massive amounts of renewable energy and provide
the increased reliability and flexibility required to handle the
variable nature of renewable sources. However, to achieve
high reliability, HVDC grid protection system is essential, yet
challenging due to the nature of the DC fault behaviour [1].
At present, the majority of VSC-HVDC systems are point-
to-point links in a symmetrical monopolar configuration. In-
terconnecting such links could be a cost effective solution,
making symmetrical monopolar configuration a viable option
for the future HVDC grids [1].

Various protection strategies have been proposed and are
broadly classified as selective, partially-selective and non-
selective [2]. Selective strategies are highly advantageous
since they minimize the DC fault impact by protecting each
component individually using DC circuit breakers. Numerous
DC circuit breaker technologies have been proposed to tackle
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the challenge of interrupting a DC fault current, such as
resonance mechanical and hybrid breakers [3], [4]. DC circuit
breaker technologies and breaker opening times have been
summarized in [5], [6]. The breaker opening time is in the
order of few ms for hybrid breakers, and 10 ms to 20 ms for
active and passive resonance mechanical breakers. Inductors
are typically used in series with the DC circuit breakers to
limit the rate-of-rise of the fault current [7].

Pole-to-ground faults in symmetrical monopolar systems
result in persistent overvoltage on the healthy pole, and
consequently, pole rebalancing is a necessary step to restore
the system. Most literature have focused on DC faults in low
impedance grounded grids as these fault conditions entail the
most stringent requirement on the breaking current [8]–[10].
By contrast, pole-to-ground faults in symmetrical monopolar
systems have not received attention to the same extent. In
addition, unlike present practice in AC protection, DC circuit
breakers might not be used to interrupt currents associated
with all faults, resulting in the possibility to reduce the overall
cost of the HVDC grid protection [11]. For instance, if the
DC circuit breakers are designed for breaking the currents
associated with pole-to-ground rather than pole-to-pole faults,
their required current interruption and energy absorption cap-
abilities can be decreased. In such cases, additional measures
are needed to deal with pole-to-pole faults, for example, using
AC circuit breakers to interrupt the fault current, thus accepting
a total DC system disconnection in case a pole-to-pole fault
occurs, and auxiliary equipment to protect the DC circuit
breakers in case they cannot withstand the fault currents.

Up to now, for selective protection employing DC circuit
breakers, the interaction between DC circuit breakers and pole
rebalancing methods have not been studied. In the literature,
the methods for pole rebalancing are mainly studied in HVDC
grids without DC circuit breakers. These methods use a
dynamic braking system (DBS) or an AC side grounding
permitting zero sequence currents [12], [13]. However, these
methods do not deal with coordination between breaker oper-
ation and pole rebalancing. Evidence towards the efficacy of
using a DBS for pole rebalancing with DC circuit breakers
has only been briefly presented in [14]. As future HVDC
grids are likely to be provided by multiple vendors, an in-
depth understanding of the interaction between various pole
rebalancing methods and breaker technologies is crucial to
design effective HVDC grid protection at the system level.

The main contribution of this paper is to provide new
strategies for pole rebalancing methods to deal with DC
circuit breaker operation in HVDC grids. An in-depth analysis
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of pole rebalancing method is performed to identify their
interaction with DC circuit breakers. For the first time, a
complete analysis of pole rebalancing is done for all stages
of the fault clearing process for selective protection strategies.
Based on the analysis, new control strategies are proposed
to effectively use pole rebalancing equipment in conjunction
with DC circuit breakers. In addition, the impact of the DC
circuit breaker technology on the required ratings for pole
rebalancing equipment and surge arresters is investigated in
an HVDC grid setting to optimize key parameters for pole
rebalancing in selective protection strategies.

This paper is structured as follows: Section II investigates
the pole-to-ground fault behaviour, and presents the pole rebal-
ancing principle and potential candidate equipment. Section III
presents the proposed control strategies for the DBS and AC
groundings. Section IV introduces a four terminal HVDC test
grid and its main parameters. Section V first investigates the
applicability of various pole rebalancing equipment at DC and
AC sides for selective protection strategies, and then analyses
the interaction between the requirements on the DC circuit
breaker and pole rebalancing equipment. Finally, conclusions
are drawn in Section VI.

II. POLE-TO-GROUND FAULTS AND POLE REBALANCING
PRINCIPLE

A. Pole-to-ground Fault Behaviour

The pole-to-ground fault behaviour can be explained using
a zero sequence equivalent circuit, adopting common and
differential mode definitions as introduced in [15], [16]. These
definitions are recapitulated in (1) and (2) using notations
indicated in Fig. 1 (a).

u∆
φ =

uLφ − uUφ
2

, uΣ
φ = uUφ + uLφ (1)

i∆φ = iUφ − iLφ , iΣφ =
iUφ + iLφ

2
, (2)

where φ represents the phase a, b, or c; uLφ , uUφ are the voltages
across the lower and upper arm submodules; and iLφ , iUφ are the
lower and upper arm currents. The differential and common
mode voltages can be expressed as

usφ =
uDCp − uDCn

2
+ u∆

φ − sLarm

2
i∆φ (3)

uΣ
φ + 2sLarmi

Σ
φ = uDCp + uDCn. (4)

where uDCp and uDCn are the positive and negative pole-
to-ground voltages. Applying Park’s transformation to (3) and
(4),

[
us0
usd,q

]
=

uDCp − uDCn

2
+ u∆

0 − sLarm

2
i∆0

u∆
d,q −

sLarm

2
i∆d,q

 (5)

[
uΣ

0

uΣ
d,q

]
=

[
uDCp + uDCn − 2sLarmi

Σ
0

−2sLarmi
Σ
d,q

]
. (6)

The equivalent circuit of the DC side described by the
zero sequence of (6) is depicted in Fig. 1 (b), where uΣ

0

is split to the sum voltages of the upper and lower arm,
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Figure 1. Multilevel modular converter (MMC) station with symmetrical
monopolar configuration: (a) Schematic diagram (b) Zero sequence equivalent
circuit (Leq includes the DC smoothing reactor and the series line inductor).

ΣuUφ /3 and ΣuUφ /3. During a pole-to-ground fault, a sudden
drop of uDCp results in the faulted pole and healthy pole
discharging and charging, respectively. Once the faulted pole
is fully discharged, the DC current iDC decays to zero or the
pre-fault steady-state value depending whether the converter
continues operating or blocks as self-protection. The steady-
state healthy pole voltage is the pole-to-pole DC voltage if
the converter continues operating. If AC grounding is not
present, the zero sequence current i∆0 is zero, and the converter
AC voltage us0 shifts from zero to minus pole-to-ground DC
voltage during a solid pole-to-ground fault according to (5).

B. Operating Principle of Pole Rebalancing

Pole rebalancing in symmetrical monopolar configuration
is essentially achieved by providing a discharge path for the
healthy pole. This discharge path can be provided either at the
DC or AC side, by a DBS or an AC grounding as shown in
Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.
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Figure 2. Fault path and pole rebalancing path with DBS (a) Schematic
diagram (b) Zero sequence equivalent circuit.

Pole rebalancing equipment at the DC and AC side is shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, respectively. Potential candidates for the
DBS circuits include conventional DBS circuit for offshore
wind application using lumped braking resistor (RDBS), and
alternative DBS circuits using surge arresters [17]–[19]. The
surge arresters of these alternative DBS circuits differ from
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Schematic diagram (b) Zero sequence equivalent circuit.
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Figure 5. AC side grounding potential candidates (a) Star point reactor (b)
Zig-zag transformer (c) Yyd transformer with a fixed or non-linear grounding
resistor.

the DC bus/line surge arresters, and have comparatively lower
switching impulse protective levels to intentionally provide a
discharge path for the healthy pole.

AC side groundings can be divided into two types based on
the converter transformer configuration: (1) Yd transformer
with additional grounding equipment, such as a star point re-
actor or a zig-zag grounding transformer [16], [20], and (2) Dy
transformer with its neutral grounded with a fixed or non-linear
resistor [13]. Since ungrounded primary side is not typically
used for HVDC applications, a Yy transformer with tertiary
delta (Fig. 5 (c)) is a possible solution to utilize a neutral
grounded resistor [21]. These AC groundings provide a zero
sequence path to the DC side while preventing zero sequence
from entering the connected AC system, which means the zero
sequence current only flows in the AC grounding.

us0 = Zgnd0 i∆0 , (7)

where Zgnd0 is the zero sequence impedance of the AC

grounding.

Zgnd0 =


sLn + 3Rn, star point reactor
sLz + 3Rz, zig-zag transformer
sLy + 3Rg,Yyd transformer,

(8)

and Lz and Ly is the leakage inductance of the zig-zag and
Yyd transformer, respectively. Substituting (7) into (5), gives

uDCp − uDCn

2
+ u∆

0 = (
sLarm

2
+ Zgnd0 )i∆0 . (9)

Therefore, the voltage imbalance between the two poles drives
a zero sequence current in the AC grounding.

The behaviour of the pole rebalancing equipment can be di-
vided into three stages: normal operation, before fault clearing,
and after fault clearing.

1) During normal operation: the DBS is turned off, and
consequently, consumes no power during normal operation. On
the contrary, the AC grounding consumes apparent power due
to a positive sequence current, and a zero sequence current if a
third harmonic injection is used for modulation. The apparent
power consumption consists of positive and zero sequence for
the star point reactor (Ss) and the zig-zag transformer (Sz), but
only zero sequence for the neutral grounded Yyd transformer
(Sy). The apparent power is calculated as

Ss =
(Us1 )2

ω1Ln
+

(Us0 )2√
(3ω1Ln)2 + (3Rn)2

Sz =
(Us1 )2

ω1Lz + 3I1/I0(ω1Lz)
+

(Us0 )2√
(3ω1Lz)2 + (3Rz)2

Sy =
(Us0 )2√

(3ω1Ly)2 + (3Rg)2
,

(10)
where ω1 is the fundamental frequency; I1, I0 is the rated
current and magnetizing current of the zig-zag transformer;
Us1 and Us0 is the positive and zero sequence line-to-line RMS
voltage.

Controllable switches can be used to actively reduce or
eliminate the apparent power consumptions of the AC ground-
ings. Example circuits are proposed in Fig. 6. These switches
are in open position during normal operation, and do not
require current interrupting capability. Therefore, fast making
switches such as thyristor-based switches or high speed mak-
ing switches are considered applicable for this application [22],
[23]. The closing time (tbr,c) of thyristor-based switches and
high speed mechanical making switches is in the order of 1 ms
and 10 ms, respectively [22], [23].
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Figure 6. AC side grounding options with controllable switches.
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2) Before fault clearing: The equivalent circuit given in
Fig. 3 (b) shows that an additional fault current path is
formed by the AC groundings, without using controllable
switches. Similarly, Fig. 2 (b) clearly depicts a pole-to-pole
path formed via the DBS, if typical DBS control for offshore
wind application is applied. These additional paths contribute
to the fault current experienced by the DC circuit breaker and
the converter. Therefore, the impedance of the pole rebalancing
equipment — fixed or non-linear resistance of a DBS and zero
sequence impedance Zgnd0 of a AC grounding — should be
dimensioned appropriately to avoid increasing the breaking
current requirement.

3) After fault clearing: After fault clearing, the DBS or
the AC grounding is controlled to provide a discharge path
for the healthy pole to restore normal pole voltages. The main
design parameter dictating the pole rebalancing performance is
the impedance of the pole rebalancing equipment. The choice
of the impedance is a trade-off between achieving high pole
rebalancing speed and limiting currents in the discharge path.

III. PROPOSED POLE REBALANCING CONTROLS

A. DBS Controller

The proposed DBS controller is designed to avoid adverse
interactions with the DC circuit breaker in creating a pole-
to-pole path. To avoid such path, the DBS controller needs
to be aware of the fault clearing instant to delay the DBS
operation. Various methods can be used to estimate the fault
clearing instant, such as estimating the fault clearing using
breaker opening time, communicating the breaker status after
breaker tripping. The proposed DBS controller is shown in
Fig. 7. The DBS switches are controlled by monitoring the
pole overvoltage or pole voltage imbalance. The fault clearing
instant is estimated by communicating the tripping command
to the DBS controller, and the DBS operation is delayed for
the anticipated breaker opening time (tbr,o) with an additional
1 ms margin. An enable/disable signal ENcom is included to
demonstrate the impact of delaying the DBS operation.

Ctrl = 11 mstbr

Hysteresis|ubusp| − |ubusn|
pole voltage difference:
pole voltage: |ubus| or

Breaker tripping signal
from the DC protection relay

Enable (1)/disable(0)
ENcom

communication from relay

1
× DBS

signal
switching

|iDBS |

+iDBSMAX Kp Ctrl = 1comparator

Enable (1)/disable(0) PWM
ENPWM1

Conventional PWM control

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of the DBS controller.

As comparison, a typical DBS controller for offshore wind
application is implemented, in which the insulated-gate bipolar
transistor (IGBT) switches are controlled by pulse width
modulation (PWM) to regulate the dissipated energy in the
braking resistor, adopting a similar control methodology as
described in [17]. PWM switching might not be applicable

for pole rebalancing due to switching transients. In a point-
to-point link, the DBS is typically placed between the DC
smoothing reactor and the cable, such that the switching
transients are largely mitigated by the stray capacitance of the
cable. However, in an HVDC grid (Fig. 2), the DBS is likely to
be directly connected to the busbar between the DC smoothing
reactor and the series line inductors. Chopping these inductive
currents causes high voltage stress on the IGBT switches and
the DC cables.

B. Zero Sequence Current Controller for AC Grounding

To avoid oscillations during pole rebalancing, a zero se-
quence current controller is designed to smoothly rebalance
poles based on (9). The block diagram of the zero sequence
current controller is given in Fig. 8. The measured zero
sequence current i∆0 is regulated by a proportional integral (PI)
controller to follow the reference i∆∗

0 , set as zero. The output
of the zero sequence current controller gives the zero sequence
differential-mode voltage reference u∆∗

0 . This reference is
added to calculate the arm voltage references uU∗

φ and uL∗φ
using (11) and (12). The zero sequence controller is always
activated, and no additional triggering is necessary for fault
conditions.

uU∗
φ =

UDC

2
− u∗φ − u∆∗

0 (11)

uL∗φ =
UDC

2
+ u∗φ + u∆∗

0 (12)

i∆∗
0 = 0

+
−

u∆∗
0PI

i∆0

u∗
φfrom inner current controller

uL∗
φ

uU∗
φ

equation (11)

equation (12)

Figure 8. Block Diagram of the zero sequence current controller.

If controllable switches are used for AC groundings, they
are commanded to close once a pole-to-ground fault is detected
by the DC relay.

IV. TEST SYSTEM

A. Four-terminal HVDC Grid

The test system, shown in Fig. 9, is developed based on the
model provided in [24]. The converters are of the half-bridge
based MMC type. The converter model, control and internal
protection are adapted from [24] to match a rated power of
1265 MVA. The converter transformer is a two-winding Yd
transformer with ungrounded delta connection at the valve
side. DC line and DC bus surge arresters are implemented
to provide overvoltage protection. AC side surge arresters are
not considered in this study. The same U-I characteristics taken
from [25] are used for all surge arresters. The main parameters
of the test system are given in Table I.

The DBS and AC groundings are implemented at the two
onshore stations: MMC1 and MMC3. For each study, only
one of the options, DBS or AC grounding, is activated. The
breaker opening time and the series inductor are 20 ms and
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50 mH unless stated otherwise. A solid pole-to-ground fault
(f1) is applied at the positive terminal of cable L13. This study
considers local measurement based fault protection algorithms,
which have a fault detection time in the order of few hundreds
of microseconds [26], [27]. The fault detection is emulated
using a fixed time delay of 0.5 ms after the fault initiated
travelling wave arrives at the relay position.
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Bus 4Bus 3

∼ ≈
=

=

≈
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B34
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B41
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..
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Figure 9. A four-terminal symmetrical monopolar test system.

Table I
CONVERTER AND GRID PARAMETERS

Parameters Symbol Value Unit
Rated apparent power S 1265 [MVA]
Rated active power PDC 1200 [MW]
Rated DC pole-to-ground
voltage UDCp, UDCn ±320 [kV]

Rated transformer voltages UAC1/UAC2 400/333 [kV]
Transformer leakage
impedance µk 0.18 pu

Arm capacitance Carm 22 [µF ]
Arm inductance Larm 42 [mH]
Arm resistance Rarm 0.6244 [Ω]
DC smoothing reactor LDC 10 [mH]
Line inductor Lline 10 ∼ 100 [mH]

B. DBS Model and Controller

Similar to point-to-point offshore wind applications, the
braking resistor RDBS is rated for the nominal power of a single
MMC [17].

RDBS =
U2
DC

2 · PDC
(13)

where RDBS is the braking resistance per pole, UDC is the
rated DC pole-to-pole voltage, and PDC is the rated active
power of a single MMC.

The reference voltage of the surge arresters, SADBSa and
SADBSb1 are chosen to have a switching impulse protection
level of 1.2 pu as suggested in [19]. A proportional current
controller using PWM switching is implemented to investigate
the switching transients. Parameters of the DBS controller are
listed in Table II.

C. Dimension of AC Groundings

As a trade-off of apparent power consumption and pole
rebalancing speed, the zig-zag transformer is rated at 3 MVA.

Table II
MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE DBS CONTROLLER

Maximum reference current IDBSMAX 2 [kA]
Proportional control gain Kp 0.5
Hysteresis HI/LO 1.1/1.05 [pu]
PWM frequency 2 [kHz]

The voltage rating is 333 kV at the valve side. The excitation
current is 1% of the nominal load current and the leakage
impedance is 0.1 pu. The neutral resistor Rz is chosen as
200 Ω to have sufficient damping. The positive sequence
and the total apparent power consumption is 0.1 MVA and
0.32 MVA, respectively, considering 15% of third harmonic
injection.

The star point reactor and the grounding resistance of the
Yyd transformer are chosen to produce the same on-state
apparent power consumption as the zig-zag transformer using
(10), which gives Ln = 1096 H and Rg = 2564 Ω. The
inductance Ln is considered realistic since the inductance
of star point reactors used for grounding is typically in the
range of 5000 H [28]. The protection level of the neutral
grounding surge arrester is chosen taking into consideration
both reducing insulation cost and avoiding high current during
pole-to-ground faults.

D. Pole-to-ground Fault Response

An example of the pole-to-ground fault response is given
in Fig. 10, considering three inductor sizes and six fault
locations indicated in the test grid. The DC line and bus
surge arresters are put out of service in these simulations
to show the prospective system response without protection.
The fault current shows a damped oscillation through the arm
resistance and inductance with large amplitudes due to cable
and MMC submodule capacitors discharge. If fast breakers are
only dimensioned for pole-to-ground faults, high interruption
capabilities are still needed. However, if slow DC circuit
breakers (≈ 20 ms) are used, the requirement is only a few
kA, regardless of the series inductor size and fault location.
The trade-off of employing slow DC circuit breakers is the
complete discharge of the faulted pole, which imposes larger
duties to the pole rebalancing equipment and DC side surge
arresters, and higher overvoltage stress to the healthy pole
cables. Moreover, fast DC circuit breakers can also interrupt
pole-to-pole faults; whereas such faults need to be handled by
other protective devices such as AC breakers, if slow breakers
with low breaking current capability are utilized.

V. CASE STUDIES

A. DBS Performance

1) Applicability of DBS circuit 1: The requirements on
the DBS for pole rebalancing differ with those for point-
to-point offshore wind application mainly in two aspects,
as shown in Fig. 11. First, switching off the DBS causes
high voltage stress on the DC bus and the IGBT switches
due to the switching of inductive current. These switching
transients are more pronounced with PWM control. Therefore,
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Figure 10. Fault current in B13 and bus voltage during pole-to-ground faults
(fault location: f1 to f6 distributed on a 350 km cable with a 70 km internal,
DC line/bus surge arresters out of service).

hysteresis control without PWM switching is preferable from
the perspective of reducing voltage transients. Furthermore,
the insulation level of the total IGBT stack needs to be
dimensioned for higher voltage (Fig. 11 (d)) for this DBS
circuit regardless of PWM switching, unless an additional
voltage limiting device is installed for the IGBT stack. Second,
the required energy absorption capability is much smaller
for pole rebalancing compared with that for offshore wind
application. The dissipated energy in the DBS without PWM
switching at MMC1 and MMC3 is 38.3 MJ and 50.2 MJ,
which results in a total energy requirement of 88.6 MJ. In
offshore applications, the DBS is typically dimensioned to
absorb the full capacity for a few hundred ms during an
onshore AC fault, resulting in energy requirement in the range
of a few hundred MJ [17].

Compared to the base case without DBS, the current in B13p
is slightly larger with the DBS in operation. The pole rebal-
ancing time, defined as the time period from fault inception
to the instant when the pole voltage returns within the normal
range ([0.95 ∼ 1.05 pu]), is 67 ms and 64 ms for the case
with and without PWM switching, respectively.

In conclusion, the DBS implementation as used in existing
offshore application cannot be directly used for pole rebal-
ancing in a selective protection strategy due to the required
insulation level of the IGBT.

2) Performance of DBS circuit 2 and 3: Unlike the resistor
based DBS, the surge arrester based DBS circuits are suitable
for pole rebalancing application thanks to the non-linear
resistors and the proposed controller. The voltage transients
observed when switching off the DBS are negligible (Fig. 12
(b) and (d)) since the surge arrester only allows for small
currents under low voltage. Consequently, the insulation level
of the IGBT stack can be dimensioned for pole-to-ground
voltage for these two DBS circuits, which is more cost
effective in comparison with that of the resistor based DBS.
The pole rebalancing time is approximately 80 ms using surge
arrester based DBS circuits regardless of the delay in the DBS
operation.

The proposed control strategy reduces the breaking cur-
rent and energy of the DC circuit breaker, and the required
energy absorption capability of the DBS by delaying the
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Figure 11. Impact of PWM switching using DBS circuit 1 for pole rebalan-
cing. Base: reference case without DBS; PWM/No PWM: with/without PWM
switching.

DBS operation. The required breaking current is 1.9 kA
and 8.2 kA with/without delaying the DBS operation. The
dissipated energy in the two DBS can be reduced from 115 MJ
to 33 MJ by delaying the DBS operation after breaker opening.
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NoDelay: operate DBS circuit 2/3 upon detecting voltage imbalance; DBS2
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B. AC Grounding Performance

1) Impact of the zero sequence current control: The pro-
posed zero sequence current control achieves faster pole
rebalancing compared with uncontrolled rebalancing through
damping the oscillations which would result otherwise (Fig. 13
(b)). The proposed controller also reduces the dissipated
energy from 12 MJ to 3 MJ. The zero sequence current
control causes voltage divergence between the upper and
lower arm capacitors since a zero sequence voltage of the
opposite sign is added to the reference arm voltages to control
the zero sequence current. The peak sum capacitor voltages
of the upper arms are increased from 1.24 pu to 1.28 pu
with the zero sequence current control in operation (Fig. 13
(c)). A grounding resistor of 200 Ω should not increase the
voltage rating of the submodules considering that they are
dimensioned to withstand 1.3 pu overvoltage during an AC
single-phase-to-ground fault [29].
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Figure 13. Impact of zero sequence current control using zig-zag transformer.
No i∆0 Ctrl/i∆0 Ctrl: zero sequence current control not in operation/in
operation.

2) Performance considering the same apparent power con-
sumption: The performance of a star point reactor depends on
the total zero sequence impedance and the ratio between the
inductance Ln and the resistance Rn. Three Rn/Ln ratios,
0, 1, and 2 are tested, keeping the inductance Ln fixed at
1096 H. A large grounding resistor reduces the overshoot in
the DC voltage by providing more damping and consequently
reduces pole rebalancing time as shown in Fig. 14. Under
the same apparent power consumption condition as a zig-zag
transformer, the pole rebalancing time with a star point reactor
and a neutral grounded Yyd transformer is 436 ms and 690 ms,
respectively.

3) Impact of dimension and active switching: The pole
rebalancing time can be reduced by decreasing the zero
sequence impedance of the AC groundings, at the cost of in-
creased apparent power consumption. To achieve similar pole
rebalancing speed as the zig-zag transformer, the inductance
Ln and parallel resistor Rg of the star point reactor and the
Yyd transformer has to be in the range of 50 H and 220 Ω,
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Figure 14. Comparison of pole rebalancing times of zig-zag transformer, star
point reactor and neutral grounded YY transfer considering the same apparent
power consumption.

respectively. The apparent power consumption increases to
7.11 MVA and 3.78 MVA.

Three phase or neutral switches are capable of reducing
or eliminating the apparent power consumptions of the AC
groundings. Apparent power consumption comparison with
and without using active switching is given in Table III. The
closing time of the controllable switches is simulated as 20 ms
for the reference cases, shown in Fig. 15. These switches have
to withstand the AC or neutral voltages during DC faults as
shown in Fig. 15 (b).
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Figure 15. Impact of using active switching for AC groundings. SW3φ,
SWN: star point reactor using three phase or neutral switches; Yyd-SWN:
Yyd transformer using neutral switch.

Table III
APPARENT POWER CONSUMPTIONS AND POLE REBALANCING SPEED OF

AC GROUNDINGS (tbr,c = 20 MS)

AC Groundings
Apparent Power
Consumption
[MVA]

Speed
[ms]

Star point reactor
Without switches 7.11 122
Neutral point switch 7.06 134
Three phase switches 0 134

Zig-zag
transformer

Without switches 0.32 100
Neutral point switch 0.1 112
Three phase switches 0 112

Neutral grounded
Yyd transformer

Without switches 3.78 130
Neutral point switch 0 130

The impact of the closing time tbr,c on the pole rebalancing
performance is investigated using a three phase switch with
star point reactors, by varying tbr,c from 1 ms up to 50 ms.
The upper value of 50 ms is considered here since high speed
earthing switches with such closing speed have already been
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installed in existing HVDC links [5]. Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 show
that slower closing time results in longer pole rebalancing
time, but will not significantly increase the required energy
absorption capability of the relevant DC surge arresters. The
required closing speed of the active switches is thus mainly
determined by the expected pole rebalancing speed. A closing
time less than 20 ms gives comparable pole rebalancing speed
as a zig-zag transformer.
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Figure 16. Impact of closing time, tbr,c of the active switches on pole
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rebalancing performance.

4) Summary: A zig-zag transformer combined with zero
sequence current control can achieve comparable speed as
the surge arrester based DBS for pole rebalancing with only
marginal apparent power consumption. The zero sequence
current control is capable of speeding up the pole rebalancing
process through increased damping of the zero sequence cur-
rent. For the same apparent power consumption as the zig-zag
transformer, the star point reactor and neutral grounded Yyd
transformer requires a few hundreds of ms to rebalance the
pole. Star point reactor and neutral grounded Yyd transformer
can achieve comparable rebalancing speed using additional
controllable switches, otherwise the power consumptions are
considered too high for practical application.

C. Interaction between DC circuit breaker requirements on
pole rebalancing requirements

This section investigates the link between breaker require-
ments and pole rebalancing needs introduced by different
breaker technologies. The two parameters essential in this
analysis are the breaker opening time and the required series
inductor size. In particular, this section investigates the in-
fluence of the breaker parameters on the breaking current
requirement, pole rebalancing speed and required energy ab-
sorption capability of the whole DC grid including DC circuit
breakers, DC bus/line surge arresters and the pole rebalancing
equipment.

1) Breaker opening time: The breaker opening time is
varied from 0.5 ms to 20 ms with a 0.5 ms interval and the
series inductor is fixed at 50 mH.

As shown in Fig. 18 (a) and (b), the breaker current and
energy does not linearly increase as the breaker opening time
increases. A breaker opening time of about 5 ms results in the
highest breaking current and energy requirement.

Delaying the DBS operation is the most beneficial for
breakers with opening time larger than 5 ms. Delaying the
DBS operation has insignificant impact on the pole rebalancing
times. However, it largely reduces breaking current and energy
of the breaker and reduces the required energy absorption
capability of the DBS and the whole grid.

The pole rebalancing time is insensitive to the breaker
opening time, with reduced time only when a very fast breaker
is used. The pole rebalancing time is about 100 ms for both
the DBS and zig-zag transformer (Fig. 18 (f)).

The advantage of the zig-zag transformer is a low require-
ment in terms of energy absorption capability. The energy
dissipated in the zig-zag transformers is only a few MJ, which
is one order less compared to the DBS.
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Figure 18. Impact of DC circuit breaker opening time, tbr,o

2) Series line inductor: Two breaker opening times, 2 ms
and 20 ms are considered in this study. The inductors are
varied from 10 mH to 200 mH with a 10 mH interval.

As shown in Fig. 19, it is more advantageous to use a
larger inductor for a 2 ms DC circuit breaker to reduce the
requirement on the breaker current and energy. The total
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dissipated energy in the whole grid also decreases as the series
inductor increases.

As shown in Fig. 20, for a breaker with 20 ms opening
time, it is more advantageous to operate the DBS after breaker
opening, which results less current and energy of the DC
circuit breaker and less total dissipated energy in the whole
grid. The size of the inductor has less influence and therefore
a small inductor is preferred in this case.

In general, zig-zag transformers give better performance in
terms of the required energy absorption capability; whereas
the DBS gives slightly better performance in pole rebalancing
speed and has zero apparent power consumption during normal
operation.
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Figure 19. Impact of series inductor size, Lline (DC circuit breaker opening
time, tbr,o = 2 ms).
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Figure 20. Impact of series inductor size, Lline (DC circuit breaker opening
time, tbr,o = 20 ms).

VI. CONCLUSION

Pole rebalancing in HVDC grids employing DC circuit
breakers requires control during three stages: before, during
and after fault clearing. The pole rebalancing methods and
controls proposed in this paper provide low losses and high
speed of pole rebalancing, which are essential in selectively
protected HVDC grids.

Before breaker opening, uncoordinated DBS operation leads
to unwanted high fault current, which is avoided by the
proposed control method. The AC groundings face a trade-
off between apparent power consumption and pole rebalancing
speed. Proper dimensioning of the AC groundings and utilizing
controllable switches could allow high speed pole rebalancing
with reduced apparent power consumption. In addition, altern-
ative pole rebalancing circuits at both AC and DC sides are
investigated in this paper. The main advantage of the DBS is
zero apparent power consumption, whereas the AC groundings
require less energy absorption capability.

Finally, interaction studies of DC circuit breakers and pole
rebalancing equipment demonstrate the trade-off in speed
of fault clearing versus requirements on pole rebalancing
equipment and DC side surge arresters. Use of fast DC circuit
breaker reduces the requirements on pole rebalancing and DC
side surge arresters; however, the required interruption and
energy absorption capability of the DC circuit breakers are
high. On the contrary, waiting until the fault current decreases
to a low value reduces the required interruption capability
of DC circuit breakers, but increases the required energy
absorption capability of the pole rebalancing equipment and
DC side surge arresters. Coordinating the DBS operation is
more advantageous to reduce the breaker requirements and the
required total energy absorption capability when using with
slow DC circuit breakers.
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